
 

 

 

 

We are hosting two Skyrun Training Camp, the first one on 8th Aug 2015 4am start in Lady Grey, 

traversing the route to Balloch for a sleep over in Balloch caves. On the 9th Aug start at 5am and do 

the second half of route to Wartrail CC.  

The Second Skyrun Training Camp is on the 24th of Oct 4am start in Lady Grey,  traversing the route 

to Balloch for a sleep over in Balloch caves.  On the 25th of Oct start at 5am and do the second half of 

the route to Wartrail CC.  The cost is R 900 per person per training camp and includes: 

 Meal Lady Grey evening before with briefing and discussion from Skyrun “experts”. 

 Camping and Meal at Balloch cave Sat night.( must bring you own tent) Limited accom 
available in farm house on a first come first serve basis. Call Margy on 0459749228 or mail 
frost@balloch.co.za 

 Transport of gear and clothing ect from Lady grey to Balloch/Wartrail CC. 

 Transport from Finish line to Lady Grey 

 GPS with track pre-loaded 

 Conservancy Fee to traverse the route 
 

Excludes: 

 Accom in LG on Friday night. 

 Breakfast  

 Food for while you on the mountain 

 Compulsory gear for mountain as per list to be supplied  
 

We will be splitting the groups up depending on numbers and interest into Elite, Intermediate and 

beginners and these will be guided by a Skyrun “expert” who will operate at the pace of the 

individual groups and impart their vast knowledge of the race and route onto the participants. 

 

To book please deposit the R900 into our bank account, Standard Bank, Acc: 240466543, BC:055534 

and mail me the POP stating your level of competence and I will confirm back to you with the final 

detail. 

Training program is at http://skyrun.co.za/skyrun-training-programm/ 

 

Kind regards 

Mike 

mailto:frost@balloch.co.za
http://skyrun.co.za/salomon-skyrun-training-programm/


 

 


